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INTRODUCTION

From the Egyptian civilization to the not so distant generations, men thought of how to build ‘the 

box’ and eventually built ‘the box.' However, the present generation has been pretty much focused 

on  thinking  outside  'the  box.'  Adventure,  innovation  and  change  have  become  significant 

characteristics of our generation, which have permeated every facet of living. A couple of hundred 

years back, the standard and accepted forms of poetry employed by the poetic greats were Sonnets, 

Haikus, etc; poetry constructed with very rigid rules. T.S Elliot particularly commented, "no verse is 

free for a man who wants to do a good job." In this 21st century, a more pronounced and accepted 

form of poetry is the free verse - a poetic style that gives poetic license to break conventional rules 

of poetry! I wonder what T.S Elliot would say to that. From Abraham to King Nebuchadnezzar to 

John D. Rockefeller, the world richest individuals have always been men - men well  advanced in 

years  and  regimented.  Presently,  according  to  Forbes,  the  times  have  changed.  Young  men, 

including university dropouts now top the list  the world’s  richest.  It  is  also no mystery that  the 

present  generation  is  youthful  -  adventurous,  casual  and  globalized  -  a  lot  free  from  the 

geographical, racial, political, cultural, academic and religious barriers that segregated the previous 

generations.

 X the Box is my expression of the experimental and adventurous spirit akin to this generation. The 

e-book is not the conventional kind of literary work. It is not a novel, essay, anthology or collection 

of short stories but a brief (emphasis on the brief) collection of different types of writing I have done 

– poetry, short story, blog post, script and article; a concept I consider novel. I’m trying to write 

outside 'the box.'
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I Need A Friend

I need a friend

I need a free end

An end I’m free

A close I can strip naked

A Cul-de-sac I can caper in the rain

Not a junction where public buses pass

Do you know how the earth survives?

The clouds cry themselves out to dehydration

The ground shares their burden

Collects every single drop of their tears

And sends them water to drink

It is the water cycle

Zuckerberg says I have a thousand friends

Don’t mind him, it is not me
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It is just a page with my face

Friendship exceeds that phase

Can you search my soul with Google?

Can you know my status with Twitter?

Saul seeks to kill David

David needs Jonathan

CTU is after Jack Bauer

Chloe where are you?

Jacob is running from Esau

He needs a free place to lay his head for the night.
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BARBARA

We were at Swe Bar talking over drinks and the noise of Terry G when my twenty-eight year old best 

friend, Imabong Ukpong, told me she would christen her baby Barbara. I imagined a chubby two-year old 

Barbara with brown eyes, puffy cheeks and Sponge Bob's dentition, clothe in blue denim overall. I could 

picture her running around, grinning, squeaking, and dancing to Terry G with the clumsiness of Aki and 

Pawpaw.

I saw her to be a strong creature. If you knew Imabong, her three sisters, and their mother well, you 

would know without a doubt Barbara was wired to be strong. Ima's dad, Mr Ukpong was a loser. He 

always came home drunk, cared nothing about his family, and would often beat his wife over monetary 

issues. Mrs Ukpong however, was a tough match.

She could block his punch, twist his arm, slam him with a judo throw and pin him down like you would 

see in Jackie Chan movies. She was a well trained six feet tall police officer but she was also a stern born 

again christian. Her faith constrained her retaliation... And the unlawful collection of #20 notes at illegal 

police checkpoints.  Her fellow black uniformed hungry mates would not let her follow them to their 

unauthorised checkpoints. 'You just dey spoil business', they lamented. Mrs Ukpong had to do something 

to meet her family's looming financial  challenge.  So she set  up a private  security  outfit  that  catered 

specially to social events on weekends; the business more than paid off! Mr Ukpong got jealous of his 

wife's financial success and started maltreating her; the mornings were nagging monologues, evenings 

were cursing and battering sessions. Ima's youngest sister, Emem, got tired of her mom's endurance. One 

time, while Mr Ukpong was asleep, Emem poured a 5cl bottle full of forest soldier ants under his duvet. 

Hell broke loose! The ants from hell marched all over Mr Ukpong's body. He freaked out, vigourously 

vibrating like an electricuted body in a pool of water. He yelled. He scratched. He barked. He cursed. An 

overdose  of  chloroquin  could  not  have  had  this  much  sting.  Mr  Ukpong  was  hospitalized.  But 

immediately he was discharged, the unrepentant father tied Emem to a dinning chair and battered her so 
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much, a part of her died - her fear for her father died. She purchased more bottles and the maltreatment 

of her mother eventually stopped.

There was no way under Heaven Barbara would not be a strong girl. In fact, I thought the name Barbara 

was too girly for her; I preferred 'Alex'. Alex sounds masculine. Strong. I imagined Barbara would become 

such a tomboy all the boys in her High School would dread her. Did you see Nicki Minaj in the video of 'y 

are u mad' by Birdman? Her Cherubim and Seraphim dreadlocks? Her sagging pants? The cockiness? I 

swear that is Barbara at 20! If only you knew the Ukpong girls... Ima was a church choir mistress yet she 

smoked pot. Her other sister, Odion could mix vodka, Hennessey and all sorts of spirits and just down 

them.

Redbull could not give her wings! And their mother was a deaconess! I love them though; they outgrew 

it. It must have been there mother's fiery prayers.

Like the rose that grew from a concrete Barbara would blossom to a sweet lady that loved intensely. A 

love she would give Tunde. No! Not Tunde. Tunde sounds too soft. Let's say Chukwudi,yes Chukwudi; 

that sounds like a rogues name. Chukwudi would have probably broken her heart and she would have 

definitely broken his head! I trust my friend, Ima - the genes in their family line is marchiavellian.

Barbara would have continued to love anyways and a handsome young man would have fallen in love 

with her and proposed to her. She might be held by her past experience and probably say a 'no', or, be 

elated and reply with a 'yes'  and they would have gone on to have three kids or four or five...  Who 

knows? Pray tell. Who knows? Well, I do not. I cannot tell.

 Unfortunately, Barbara never happened. She was not born. Barbara did not make it past three months in 

her mother's womb. Ima took Barbara's life from her when Bernard dumped her and her pregnancy.
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My Mom's Designer Shoes

She wears a Jc shaped gold penchant

It’s the crest for Jimmy Choo.

Her bleaching cream is called Kiwi

Makes her shine like a new Lamborghini.

Like a lioness on the prowl

She is crouched on the floor

Decked in black crocodile leather suit

Laced within with red suede underwear

Such temptation to the eyes

Such thick hips

Such firm buttocks

Resting on a six inch leg.
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JOSTIFIED

With outstretched arms, the moderator continued, 'ladies and gentlemen let's have a moment of silence.' 

It was a 9th anniversary memorial event, organized by the Anglican Diocese to celebrate the end of the 

Jos terror attacks. Yearly, Jos locals gathered to remember lost relatives and friends, reflect on the crisis, 

tighten ethno-religion bonds and pray for Jos and Nigeria.

Activities in the photo exhibition hall froze. All heads bowed.

Nothing made a sound except the three-blade ceiling fans, the Canons and the Kodaks. 'May their souls 

rest in perfect peace',  the black suited moderator muttered. 'Amen', filled the hall. Framed photos of 

horror and carnage from the days of the serial Jos terror attacks were paraded on the walls like troops on 

inspection. Their expensive and polished frames had the cleanliness and discipline of a soldier but their 

images had the gore of the memory of a Biafran Civil War soldier.

Amongst those present at the photo exhibition was a fragile framed 29 year old survivor of the Dogon 

Nahowa village massacre that left 400 women and children dead - a sickly looking young man by the 

name, Peter Jang. He had not seen his pregnant mother since the massacre.

For the last 14 years Peter wondered what became of 'Moma' - he called her Moma. Was she burnt alive? 

Or was she thrown in a well like the 150 people that were drowned in six wells in Kuru Karama? Was her 

pregnancy butchered and as a result bled to death like the woman in Mangu or was she simply raped and 

left alive? Peter knew too well the 'rape and alive' theory, was wishful thinking - he was right there on the 

day of the massacre. From a secret rendezvous with his teenage love, he saw the mayhem unleashed. 

The invading armed stampede. Their torches, the burning thatch roofs, the three hundred and something 

unsuspecting villagers  escaping their burning mud houses only to be greeted by bullets.  He saw two 

Fulani herdsmen grab Moma. They dragged Moma on the floor with her lying on her pregnancy. She 

shrieked! Not for abdominal pain but for fear. The grin in the Fulanis' faces, the tears in her eyes, the 

curses  in  the  gun  wielding  herdsman's  lips,  the  horror  in  Moma's  eyeballs.  Papa  knelt  down,  tears, 

mucous, pleaded like a child. One struck him with a machete twice on the neck - streams of blood flowed 
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out. Little Tada cried for her butchered papa; the other herdman buried bullets in her. Moma gave out a 

roar! 'Jesus!

Jesus! Jesus!' It was heard in the heavens. Her blue holy Mary printed head gear unwrapped slowly and 

seemed to wipe her tears as its tail end slid down her face. Peter grabbed his teenage love by the hand 

and charged into the murderous night; adrenaline in his nerve, anguish in his heart; rivers down his eyes.

Standing in front of Peter in the exhibition hall was a 5feet framed photo of a dozen of Fulanis armed 

with Kalashnikov's assault rifles, alighting from a rusty red truck parked in the middle of a dusty street. 

The photo had a Yoruba caption 'Talo gbebon fun funlani?'

Meaning 'who gave the Fulanis guns?' To the right of 'Talo gbebon fun fulani',  was a 3feet wide gory 

picture of butchered, bloodied and burnt corpses lined in rows and columns, stacked up like tubers of 

yam  against  a  backdrop  of  looted  houses  riddled  with  bullets,  lined  by  parked  vehicles  that  were 

incinerated. Peter peered to read the caption above it. 'A town with no killings, just massacres'. Casually, 

Peter turned around to see another; it is named 'Black Bronze'.  Its image is a stone-hard, fried naked 

human figure sprawled on the floor.

The photo is placed straight up, so the burnt human statue appears poised like Spiderman climbing a wall 

or more like writhing in agony.

There's a piece of blue clothing trapped under the hard figure. There was something so striking about the 

blue material, Peter's face dashed in front of the Black Bronze, his nose pressing hard against the glass 

covering of the picture, in an attempt to peruse what's printed on the clothing -he saw a white image of 

immaculate Mary. His heart skipped.

He looked at the partly burnt head. It had cornrows -the type of local hair braids Moma had on 14 years 

ago - his heart beat faster. He could not tell if the figure had the protruding stomach of Moma as the 

picture was of the back. His eyes falls to the caption again 'Black Bronze'  with a little text under it  - 

'Dogon Nahowa March 7 2010.'
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A Danfo's Day Out

In this radio play script written in Pidgin English, a danfo bus comes to life. We see the Nigerian public 

transport system through the eye of a danfo bus.

Sound Effect (S.E): Garage noise

Danfo: Chei! Anoda day anoda wahala. This driver don dey come. He go soon drive me comot for garage  

now and he no go wash me o! Dirty driver. Like driver like danfo! Msheeew! See as hin tribal mark be like  

Adidas stripes

Danfo Driver: (singing kaba kaba - a fuji song, from afar while approaching the mic)

Paraga seller: Taju! U don come dis moring. When u go paying me the #160 u have owe me

Danfo Driver: Iya Toueeb, leaf dat one ah! E fun mi ni paraga #20, opa eyin #20, agbo jedi #10 ati alomo  

kan.

Parage seller: Ehn?! Laro monday? No credit today o. Come tomorrow.

Come next year sef

Driver: Ahn ahn... Iya Toueeb I go pay u wen I...

Paraga seller: No! Abi ! Ah.

Danfo: Hehehe. God don catch am. Dem no give am ogogoro today. Ole. :p

Conductor: Oga Taju!

Driver: Olori buruku! Where udey since ah? I don dey wait u since 1 hour! We suppose don go 2 turns  

now? Ah! Joor o! Mi o le kirun lori express o

Danfo: God of mercy! That idiot of a conductor too don land, wey go dey spit on me anyhow.  With that  

hin  dirty  slippers.  Msheeew.  See  see  see,  he  never  baff.  Sigh...  I  envy  those  BRT  buses.  Dem  be  
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government pikin. Na from national cake dem dey chop. Dem and dem drivers dem dem, dey clean. Sigh...  

Taju Na my cross

S.E: starting the danfo

Conductor: Agege agege agege pen cinema! Agege pen cinema! Hol ur shandy no shange o! No shange 

o! Ehen. I jst dey start work now. Agege pen cinema!

S.E: people rushing in, danfo accelerating

Danfo: Ye! Ye! Ye! See as dem just rush inside me ye! Dey just dey march me. Ye! My shock absorber sef  

dey shocked. My joint, my panel body, everything just dey pain me. I need panel beating.

S.E: danfo accelerating, noisy background

Conductor: Oya, moni for front

Passenger1: Take

Conductor: If I give u dis moni u go collet? Abeg take jor! I no want am. Hey! Moni for there

Passenger2: I be staff.

Conductor: Which kain staff? Abeg moni jor! 

Driver: Leave am! Leave am! Na staff

Conductor: Iya! Owo yin da?

Passenger 3: How much?

Conductor: N50 ni. Waso

Passenger 3: No be N30? Na N30 I dey enter am o.

Conductor: Fun mi lowo jor! Give me my N50

Danfo: hmm... All this Yoruba market women dem with big big yansh.
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See, only her cover 2 people seat and she still dey price transport moni for N30. C'mon pay the moni jor!  

My shock absorber don dey pain me.

Sound effect: Vehicles zooming past

Danfo: Chimoobi! See this Lord Lugard Volkwagen beetle wey don pass me for road. I don suffer. See this  

Prado. See, see now, no be motor like me be this too? See the big madam wey dey cruise am jejely. See  

the  rims,  endowed!  See  the  spare  tire,  endowed!  Chei!  See  the  woman  wey  dey  drive  am sef,  Mrs  

endowed! E no even be like my driver wey be like sey wiliwili don suck hin blood finish. This Prado is just  

absolutely endowed!

Passenger 1: O wa ooo!

S.E: conductor banging on danfo

Conductor: Driver o wa ! Slow down. Slow down... Oya passenger, quick!

Quick! Quick! Bus stop no dey here o.

Agbero: Ehn! U! Your father! O ma blow ni! You run away yesterday you no give me my moni abi? owo  

da?

Danfo: See that ode agbero now, e won collect moni e go bang my body again e no go use sense. Today  

no b my day at all. They won collect ordinary moni they no fit use ordinary mouth talk, na to shout, before 

you know dem go hit me again, carry something for my body. This Lagos don tire me sef.

S.E: agbero banging on danfo

Conductor: What? See as ur eye dey chook like tief. Which moni?

Agbero: Your papa na tief! He go die for Kirikiri! Gimme moni for ticket jor! Afternoon and security.
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Conductor: Ah! U won collect afternoon ticket for 10am u b tief! Make I come back jo!

S.E: driver zooming off!

Danfo: *clearing throat* See this driver o! He just dey press accelerator like sey na Ferrari he dey drive. I  

go just do wicked for am now, the tyre go deflate for express. E no get petrol o! *coughing* See, me I dey  

hungry o. I dey hungry I won chop. All dese useless drivers dem, dem neva feed motor bellyful dem go con  

carry passengers with big big buttocks, con collect their money, petrol go con finish.

Wo ooo me I go just stop now for road. I no fit kill myself..

S.E: danfo jerking, driver raising accelerator

Passengers: Driver! Wetin be dat? Wetin do the bus?

Driver: Ah nothing. Na d side mirror dey worry am. Na the side mirror.

Danfo: Sey you this useless driver no go buy fuel now? I dey give you warning you dey show yourself.

S.E: Cars horning and blaring!

Conductor: Oga Taju! Uno see d traffic red light? Stop na!

Driver: The break no work! E no work!

Passengers: Ehn? Wetin! Eno wetin? Jesus!

Danfo: Satan comot for road o I be holy ghost I no get break o I be holy ghost.

S.E: Car crash!

Hummer: (baritone voice) Are you mad? Are you crazy or something? Can't you see I'm a hummer H3  

limited edition?
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Danfo: Sho! Sorry! Bross sorry! bros sorry! No vex. U no sey if dem sell me now, everything with spanner  

and spare tire we no fit buy your tyre. No vex bros. Have mercy on d masses Choi! Which kain life? This  

irresponsible driver just dey let hin irresponsibility put sand sand for my garri. :(
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CHOICE

Besides playing chess the only thing Jamiu did good was playing chess.

From the early age of nine, Jamiu frequented the local catholic priests' - not for confessions though. 

He cursed a lot - "iya e! Baba baba e ma rundown ni!" But chess was what drew this black muslim 

boy to white christian missionaries. Intrigued by the mystery and magnificence of the board game, 

he would watch keenly as the missionaries  played.  "Chess is  life.  It  is  a  game of  deep thought, 

calculations and choices", the missionaries who had left the comfort of their homeland, repeatedly 

said to Jamiu.

In Nigeria the elite played chess, Jamiu's class fancied draughts.  On Omiyale street where Jamiu 

lives, aged pot bellied men would sit on opposite ends of a bench with a draughts board in the 

middle, playing with one hand, chelsea london dry gin in the other; chatting, cursing and gossiping 

their lives away. Their young ones preferred thuggery, premarital and unprotected sex, football and 

fiddling with drugs and alcohol. They hated anything that had to do with thinking or calculation - 

Hellfire for them was writing a Maths test.

Jamiu thought nothing but chess.  He literally  ate chess.  He would miss lunch,  feeding on chess 

positions ceaselessly for hours, muttering to himself, deep in thoughts, playing against himself. He 

would move a piece,  stand up and switch to the opposite end of  the board and then move an 

opposite colored piece. Jamiu's mother - iya Jamiu, would stare at her son pitifully, place her two 

palms on her head and turn her head - left, right, left, right; tears streaming down her face, followed 

by a pathetic sigh. It is a gesture of hopelessness, particularly by Yoruba women. She thought her 

son had lost his mind.

Emeka was making some money for himself trading; Lamidi was a conductor, he made #1,100 per 

day; Bisi had started her own paraga joint; China even sponsored himself to the University; Kunle 

alias black tiger was now in the agbero business. He put a girl in the family way and Kunle's mother 
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would soon become a grandmother! Yet all Jamiu knew to do was mutter his calculations and play 

with images that looked like 'shigidi', iya Jamiu thought. She suspected mama Kunle - they had had a 

quarrel. Mama Kunle must have bewitched Jamiu she thought.

Jamiu's drunk father did not care whether Jamiu was under Esu odara's manipulation or not, he 

simply kicked Jamiu out to fend for himself.

Life is a game of chess - life had played, it was now Jamiu's move.
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NIGERIAN EXCELLENCE

J.A Green is another evidence of Nigeria’s buried artistic excellence.

J.A Green an artiste photographer, lived in the late 1800s. He richly documented the traditional, 

social and commercial life of the people of his day, in the process capturing historic events like the 

forceful exiling of the Benin Oba after the infamous 1897 Benin punitive expedition. The grim Oba 

with his legs chained was escorted by two local policemen carrying bayonets to a ship bound for 

Calabar. In J.A Green’s works, his choice of background showed depth, his arrangement and poise of 

the colonized natives portrayed dignity and his work showed so much professionalism even the 

colonial masters demanded his services. So striking were his works, they found their way to Europe 

at  that  time,  got  published  in  books  and  were  acknowledged  by  art  followers  as  world  class! 

Unfortunately, these published works were not credited to him or anybody for that matter.

Though J.A Green's works had stamps on their backs saying ‘J.A Green Artist Photographer’, nobody 

knew who he was. Before now, J.A Green was never thought to be black because of the chauvinistic 

mentality of the time that blacks were too primitive to be ingeniously creative. An idea the ‘superior’ 

race  has  successfully  etched  in  the  minds  of  the  black  race  through  slavery,  colonization  and 

neocolonization. It saddens me when I hear some ignoramus say we can never be like the whites - 

that they are more intelligent. I beg to differ. I think these black thomas’s are …. more stupid!

A little brain teaser. Do you think democracy is the sole invention of the white mind? Hundreds of 

years before the country that produced the ‘yes we can’ slogan gained her independence in 1776 

the Yoruba kingdom practiced a democratic-esque system of government, as opposed to the popular 

belief of Monarchy or Theocracy. The gods never chose the kings. The people only consulted the 

oracle to know the past records of the ‘presidential aspirants’ and their predecessors and also to find 

out who the oracle predicts to be the best king. At times, the people rejected the oracle’s prediction. 
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Government of the people! The king could also be ‘impeached’ by his chiefs. The chiefs were the 

Legislators,  the  chief  priest  and  his  priests  were  the  Judiciary,  and  the  king  and  his  force,  the 

Executive. And if the leadership made a decision not comfortable with the people, they protested at 

the market square or frontage of the King’s palace. Enough is enough!

J.A Green is Jonathan Adagogo Green. An iboni man of what is now bonny in Rivers. This discovery 

was made after 20 years of research by, wait for this … 2 Americans! Blacks! Africans! Nigerians! 

What is wrong with us? Do the whites have to keep telling us who we are and showing us our past? 

Thank God this time it’s positive and true. The subject of identity is a crucial one. If we keep ignoring 

or forgetting our past we can’t know who we are and we would ultimately miss our future.

We must retro-think. We must ask questions. We must know our tradition and heritage, seive out 

what is bad and embrace the good (no culture is 100% right). I reluctantly support uncle Rueben 

Abati on this one, in his infamous article that triggered a tsunami of reactions last year. How many of 

us even know we were named ‘Nigeria (Niger area)’ by Lord Lugard's woman? Or that the British 

literally rigged the first election in this country, forcing a Hausa ruler on us?

In conclusion, many people dislike the ‘we are Africans’ songs produced by JJC, for a number of 

reasons. I, detest it only because the 300 movie chant 'awu' was included in the lyrics. How can a 

track intended to propagate Africa’s individuality, greatness and relevance, borrow a chant from a 

Greek legend cum movie? Are we so clueless? We have no legends of ours? How about the sound of 

Sango’s thundering instead of 'awu'? Or a wise line from Uthman Dan Fodio? We are a lost people. 

We must find ourselves.
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We need to steer clear of this poverty of ambition, where people want to drive fancy cars and wear 

nice clothes and live in nice apartments but don'

t want to work hard to accomplish these things. Everyone should try to realize their full potential - 

BARACK OBAMA
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AMBITION

Have you ever wondered why David killed Goliath? God did not tell David to kill Goliath, neither was 

he a soldier of the Israeli army Goliath was challenging; the battle was totally non of his business.

So why did he confront Goliath? When the seventeen year old David saw the terrified Israeli army 

cringe at the presence of Goliath, his immediate reaction was a question: "What shall be done for 

the man who kills this Philistine?" Repeatedly, he asked this question and along came the answers.

"The King will greatly enrich the man who kills the Philistine, will give him his daughter and make his 

family free from tax." Great riches; royal connection; tax exemption; these are the reasons David 

killed Goliath.

 Ambition is the desire and determination to be successful. Ambition is a desire of superiority. It is 

something you very much want to do or achieve. David so wanted to be a successful soldier he 

staked his life on it! 1sam 17: 12-15 reveals little seventeen year old David (who was the

youngest) would frequent the battle ground while his four immediate elder brothers were nowhere 

to be found. And when the whole army of Israel fled before Goliath, David made a suicidal decision 

and challenged him. A desire that does not drive you to get up and achieve is no ambition but a 

mere wish. Ambition goes hand in hand with daily action, which turns into habit. Ambition is the fire 

burning in your soul. Ambition is the fuel on your journey of success. Ambition is the propellant to 

your  height  of  greatness.  Without  ambition,  you  can  not  achieve  greatness  or  any  meaningful 

progress. Talent is overrated! Ambition makes the difference.

You may be immensely talented, highly connected, etc, but without ambition, you can not be great 

in life.  Young David too was richly talented - one of the finest harp players of his time. He was 

handsome and even anointed with the Spirit of the Lord but what made him an overnight celebrity 
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that day at the valley of Elah, was ambition (had he not decided to fight Goliath, he would still be a 

skillful harp player, anionted with the Holy Spirit but would not have become famous in Israel that 

day).

 Habbakuk 2:2 says "Write the VISION and make it plain upon tables, THAT he may RUN that reads 

it." If you do not have a concrete vision or aspiration in life, you will not run. That means, you will 

feel no urgency or seriousness and would inevitably not cover much distance in life. You must have a 

dream, a vision, a desire, an aspiration that drives you everyday. While many were fast asleep, the 

world's richest professional golfer - Tiger Woods, would start golf practice at 4.30am, everyday. The 

mother of the reknown founder of Methodist Church - John Wesley, spent thirty minutes praying for 

each of her six children, everyday! The late fiery legal activist, Chief Gani Fawehinmi, earlier in his 

legal career, studied from afternoon till 9pm, every weekday. Do not just read and turn this page; sit 

down and search yourself; do you have an ambition?
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Author's Page

I hope you enjoyed your read. I would love to receive your criticism/comments on X the Box. 

You can do that ons adegokewells.wordpress.com or mail me at wellsbaba@gmail.com I'm also 

open to freelance writing jobs. Thank you.

Adegoke Oyeniyi is a blogger, writer,  teacher and entrepreneur. A recipient of a number of 

awards,  he  is  currently  researching  domestic  export  development,  with  a  focus  on  charcoal  

exportation.
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